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On the Theory of Elliptically Contoured Distributions 
STAMATIS CAMBANE,* STEEL HUANG,'AND GORDON SIMONS~ 
University of North Carolina 
Communicated by S. Das Gupta 
The theory of elliptically contoured distributions is presented in an unrestricted 
setting, with no moment restrictions or assumptions of absolute continuity. These 
distributions are defined parametrically through their characteristic functions and 
then studied primarily through the use of stochastic representations which naturally 
follow from the work of Schoenberg [5] on spherically symmetric distributions. It 
is shown that the conditional distributions of elliptically contoured distributions are 
elliptically contoured, and the conditional distributions are precisely identified. In 
addition, a number of the properties of normal distributions (which constitute a 
type of elliptically contoured distributions) are shown, in fact, to characterize nor- 
mality. 
1. INTRoD~C~ON 
The elliptically contoured distributions on the n-dimensional Euclidean 
space R” are defined as follows. If X is an n-dimensional random (row) 
vector and, for some P E I7 and some it x n nonnegative definite matrix C, 
the characteristic function $x-,(t) of X-p is a function of the quadratic 
form Et’, #x-r(t) = #(LB’), we say that X has an elliptically contoured 
distribution with parameters pu, C and 4, and we write X- EC,&, 27, 4). 
When 4(u) = exp(-u/2), EC,@, Z:, 0) is the normal distribution A’,@, Z); 
and when n = 1, the class of elliptically contoured distributions coincides 
with the class of one-dimensional symmetric distributions. 
Several properties of elliptically contoured distributions have been 
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obtained by Kelker [3] and by Das Gupta et al. [l] when Z is invertible and 
a density exists. Here, we consider the general case of elliptically contoured 
distributions, and by making use of a convenient stochastic representation 
which follows from the work of Schoenberg [5], we show that their 
conditional distributions are also elliptically contoured and permit an 
intuitively appealing stochastic representation, and we derive several new 
characterizations of the normal distributions. Section 2 develops the basic 
properties of the stochastic and parametric representations; Section 3 
evaluates the conditional distributions; Section 4 discusses densities; and 
Section 5 is devoted to characterizations of normality. 
Throughout, X=d Y denotes that the random vectors X and Y are iden- 
tically distributed, Ik denotes the k x k identity matrix, r(A) denotes the rank 
of the matrix A, and A - denotes a generalized inverse. 
2. STOCHASTIC AND PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we develop the basic properties of the sochastic and 
parametric representations of elliptically contoured distributions. 
The stochastic representations are based on the following results of 
Schoenberg [5]. If Qk, k > 1, is the class of all functions 4: [0, co) + R such 
that 4(]I t]j’), t E Rk, is a characteristic function, then 4 E Qp, if and only if 
for some distribution function (d.f.) F on [0, co), where Q,(]j t ]I*), t E Rk, is 
the characteristic function (ch.f.) of a k-dimensional random vector UCk’ 
which is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere in Rk. Also qk 1 Qm, and 
Q,E@* if and only if # is given as in (1) with R,(~*u) replaced by 
exp(-r*u/2). The notation Qk, tik), R, will be used throughout. 
THEOREM 1. X - EC,@, Z, 4) with r(Z) = k if and only if 
X& + RZ+&‘A, (2) 
where R > 0 is independent of u’ ” Z = A’A is a rank factorization of 2: , 
(A: k x n, r(A) = k), and the distribution function F of R is related to 4 as in 
(1). 
Proof: The “if’ part follows immediately from (1). For the “only if’ part 
note that Y = (X -,u) A- has characteristic function #(]I tll*), t E Rk; hence 
4E Gk, and by (l), Y=dRU(k’. 1 
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It is clear from Theorem 1 that the class of admissible functions $ in the 
parametric representation EC,(,u, C, 4) with r(Z) = k is 9,. We shall refer to 
the stochastic representation given in (2) as a full rank representation of X. 
It is to be distinguished from a similar representation of X-EC&, E, 4) 
with r(Z) = k of the form 
X&i + RU”‘A, (3) 
where R 2 0 and UC0 are independent, Z = A’A is not necessarily a rank 
factorization of Z:, and the distribution function F of R is related to 0 as in 
(1) with k replaced by 1; it is easy to show that X is representable as in (3) if 
and only if 12 k and Q E !Dr (c@,J. For instance, if X-EC,@, C, 4) with 
full rank representation X =d ,u + Ruk’A, and if c E lRm and B: n x m, then 
XB + c =d (pB + c) + Rtik’(AB), which is a full rank representation if 
r(AB) = k and is non-full-rank if r(AB) < k. 
When ,?Y is of full rank n, then X -EC,,@,Z, 4) has a full rank represen- 
tation taking the form 
X&I + RU’“‘Z’i2. (4) 
The special significance of the distribution function F appearing in (1) 
with k = r(C) is made clear in the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1. With the notation of Theorem 1, the quadratic form 
Q(X) = (X-P)C-(X-P)’ (5) 
has the distribution function F(c). 
Proof From the full rank representation (2) and the properties of 
generalized inverses one obtains Q(X) =d R2tik’A(A’A)- A’Vk’ = R2. 1 
We now show that the relationship (1) between $ E ok and F is one-to- 
one, and, in fact, we provide some kind of an inverse. 
THEOREM 2. 9 E Qk tf and only tf 4 is continuous and 
I m d(2su) gktV) du, s > 0, (6) 0 
is the Laplace transform of a nonnegative random variable (namely, Q(X) 
given by (5)) whose distribution function is F(c) when 4 is given by (1) 
where g, denotes the chi-squared density with k degrees of freedom 
(l<k<co). 
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Proof: Since N,(O, Ik) is EC,(O, Ik, 4) with 4(u) = exp(--u/2), (1) yields 
the identity 
evt--u/2) = Jm Q&V) g&j du, u > 0, (7) 
0 
where g, is the density of the quadratic form Q(X) = XX’ (see Corollary 1). 
When 4E@,, it follows immediately from (1) and (7) that (6) is the 
Laplace transform of R2 where R has the d.f. F. Conversely, supose (6) is the 
Laplace transform of R* and @ is continuous. Let F be the d.f. of R, and let 
#o E Qk be the function defined as in (1). From the first part of the proof we 
have 
Jr #own) a(v) du = Jm @sv) g&) du, s > 0, 
0 0 
and since gk(u) = (const) uld2-i exp(-u/2), the uniqueness of Laplace 
transforms implies that (4, = 4. m 
Theorem 2, together with Bernstein’s theorem (cf. Feller [2, p. 439]), can 
be used effectively to check whether a function 4 belongs to the class @,. 
For instance, it is easy to show that #(.) = (1 - a .) exp(- s/2) E Qk if and 
onlyifO<cfk<l (I<k<co). 
The following lemmas will be needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose X =d R if”) - EC,(O, Z,, , 4) and P(X = 0) = 0. Then 
IlXll 2 R, 
and they are independent. 
ProoJ Since the mapping x + (]]x]], x/]]x]]) is Bore1 measurable on 
I?” - {O), it follows from the representation X =d Rl?“’ that 
(I/X(], X/]]X(]) =d (R, U(“)), which proves the lemma. I 
Write un’ = (U’T), U!!‘), where @’ is m-dimensional (1 < m < n). 
LEMMA 2. (@‘, u(zn)) =d (R,,tim’, (1 - Rf,,,)“’ @‘-m)), where R,, 
(>O), ufm) and U(n-m) are independent, and Ri, - Beta(m/2, (n - m)/2). 
Proof: Let X = (X,, X2) - N,(O, I,), where the dimension of X, is m. 
Since X, and X2 are independent, it follows from Lemma 1 that 
X,/IIX* II = Urn)9 ~*/ll~*II = un-m), IIX, IL IIXZII 
are jointly independent. If we define R,, as ](X,(]/(]X]J, then R,,, urn) and 
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tin-m) are independent, and R,, has the required distribution since IIX,JI’ 
and IlX,ll’ are independent and chi-squared with degrees of freedom m and 
n - m, respectively. Finally, applying Lemma 1 again, we obtain 
= (Rmn tim’, (1 - RfnJ”* un-m)). 1 
By Theorem 2, the relationship (1) between 4 E @, and F is one-to-one. 
However, if 4 E Qp,, then for each 1 < n Q k, 4 E @,,, and according to (1) 
and Theorem 2, 
#&I = j f&(r*u) dF,(r), u > 0, 
IO,co) 
for some unique distribution function F, on [0, co). The precise relationship 
between the various FO’s, 1 < n < k, is specified in the following: 
COROLLARY 2. If 1 < m < n < k and R,, R, haue distribution functions 
F I;,, then R, =d R,,R,, where R’,,, - Beta(m/2, (n - m)/2) is 
inmdkpendent of R n; i.e., F, has an atom of size F,,(O) at zero, and it is 
absolutely continuous on (0, 03) with the density 
f,(s) = 
2sm-‘T(n/2) 
fW2) r((n - mY2) 
r-(n-2)(r* _ $)0-m)&’ dF,(r), 
o<s<oo. (8) 
ProoJ Let X = (X,, X2) =d R, tin’ - EC,(O, I,, $), where X, is of 
dimension m. Then X, =d R, urn - EC,(O, Z,,,, 4). But, on the other hand, 
we have from Lemma 2, X, =d R, ti,“’ =d R,,R n urn’, where R n, R,, and 
em’ are independent. Thus, X, has two full rank representations, R,U(“” 
and R,R,, Urn), and the one-to-one correspondence between $ and F in (l), 
established in Theorem 2, implies R, =d R,, R, . m 
We now show that the stochastic, as well as the parametric, represen- 
tations of nondegenerate elliptically contoured distributions are essentially 
unique, i.e., up to only the obvious redundancies. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be nondegenerate. 
0) If X-EC,@,-T#) and X-EC&*, C*, q+*), then there is a 
c > 0 such that 
lu* =pu, r;* = cz, fii*(.) = $(c-1.). (9) 
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(ii) IfX=dp+RLI(l’A and X=dpU” +R*U”*‘A*, where Ial*, then 
there is a c > 0 such that 
P” =p, A*‘A* = cA’A 3 R* A c-~~R,‘$ 
where R,., is independent of R and R,,, - Beta(l*/2, (I- 1*)/2) if I> I*, and 
R,,,= 1 ifl= I*. 
ProoJ: (i) Since X - ,u and X -,u* are symmetric about 0, we have 
X-p2 -(X--)=~---*-((X--*)=dy--*+(X--*)=X- 
(2,~* -,D), which implies ,u* =p. Write Z = (uij), Z* = (us), ,U = (pi). Since 
X = (XJ is not degenerate, then one of its components Xj is not degenerate, 
and the ch.f. of Xj - pj is given by #(ujju2) = $*(a$~~), u E R, with ujj, 
u$ > 0, which establishes d*(.) = $(c-‘.) with c = u$/u,~. Then the ch.f. of 
X -,u is given by $(tZt’) = #*(tZ*t’) = #(c-‘tZ*t), t E R”. Now if Z* # cZ, 
then for some t, E R”, a2 = t,Ztb # c-‘tJ*tb = b2, and putting t = utO, we 
obtain #(a’u’) = $(b2u2), u E R. But this implies through recursion 
$(u’) = Q(0) = 1, u E R, which contradicts the nondegeneracy of X, and thus 
z* = cc follows. 
(ii) The assumptions imply that X-EC,& A’A, 4) and X - 
EC,@*, A*‘A*, #*); so by (i), ,L* =,u, A*‘A* = cA’A, #*(.) = #(c-i.). Thus, 
putting R, = R, R,, = cv2R*, 
EC,(O, C, $), 4 E Qr, 
Z=A’A, we have X-,u=dRIU(l’Am 
and also X-p =d R,. LI(‘*)(c-~~A*) - EC,(O, Z, q5), 
d E @,, . When lx < 1, it follows from Corollary 2 with m = I* and n = 1 that 
R,, =dRl,lRl and thus R* =d~-v2Rr~lR. When I* = 1, the one-to-one 
correspondence between d and F in (1) (cf. Theorem 2) implies R,, =d R, 
and thus R* =d cew2R. 1 7 7 
It follows from Theorem 3 that if X - EC,& C, 4) has the representation 
(3) and is nondegenerate, then X has a full rank representation X=d 
,u + RR,,uk’B and the quadratic form defined by (5) has representation 
Q(X) =d R2R;,, where k = r(C), B’B is a rank factorization of Z = A’A, and 
4 Rk,, tik’ are independent with R,, distributed as in (ii). 
If X-EC&I, Z, #), it is clear from (2) that all components of X have 
finite first moment if and only if KR < co, and that in this case the location 
parameter p is the mean of X. Also (excluding the degenerate case Z = 0) all 
components of X have finite second moment if and only if BR* < 00, and in 
this case the scale parameter .Z is proportional to the covariance matrix of X, 
8(X-,u)‘(X-p) = gR2. A’tik)‘tik)A = k-‘8R2. Z. An alternative 
characterization and expression of the covariance matrix, in terms of 4, is 
given in the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let X - EC& Z, 4) be nondegenerate. The covariance 
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matrix Z’, of X exists if and only tf the right-hand derivative of d(u) at u = 0, 
denoted by $‘(O), exists and is finite, in which case Z,, = -2#‘(O)Z. 
Proof: C, exists iff BR’ < a or iff 8X: < co. Since the ch.f. of X, is 
#x,(t) = #(t’), t E 6, the result follows from the properties of ch.f.‘s of 
symmetric r.v.‘s (cf. Lukacs [4]). a 
When the covariance matrix I;,, of X - EC,& C, $) exists, choosing ZY to 
be Z, has special appeal. This occurs if and only if 4 is chosen so as to make 
-2&(O) = 1; e.g., in the case of normality, among the possibilities 
{exp(-cu), c > 0}, one chooses d(u) = exp(-u/2). 
3. CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
In this section, it is shown that if two random vectors have a joint ellip- 
tically contoured distribution, then the conditional distribution of one given 
the other is also elliptically contoured. The location and scale parameters of 
the conditional distribution do not depend upon the third parameter $ of the 
joint distribution, and consequently, the formulas which apply in the normal 
case apply in this more general setting as well. The case in which the scale 
parameter E of the joint distribution is an identity matrix is considered first 
in Theorem 5, and the general case is handled in Corollary 5. The following 
lemma, whose proof is straightforward and therefore omitted, is needed in 
the proof of Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose the nonnegative random variables R and S are 
independent, R has distribution function F, and S is absolutely continuous 
with density g. Then T = RS has an atom of size F(0) at zero zf F(0) > 0, it 
is absolutely continuous on (0, co) with density h given by 
h(t) = j r- ‘g(t/r) dF(r), (O,rn) 
and a regular version of the conditional distribution of R given T= t is 
expressible as 
P(R<pI T=t)=O for p < 0; 
= 1 for t = 0 or t > 0 with h(t) = 0, p > 0; 
1 
= h(t) (o pJ r- W/r) Wr) I, 
for t > 0 with h(t) # 0, p > 0. 
(10) 
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THEOREM 5. Let X=RU’“’ - EC,(O, I,, , 4) and X = (X, , X,), where X, 
is m-dimensional, 1 < m < n. Then a regular conditional distribution of X, 
given X, = x2 is given by 
(Xl I x* = -6) - Tn(O~ InI 3 4,b*,p) (11) 
with full rank representation 
(X, I X, = x2) g RjIX2,,z urn’, (12) 
where for each a > 0, Ra, and Urn) are independent, the distn’bution of Ra2 is 
given by (15) (below), 
R IlxJlz (@* - II ~2 II*>“’ I X2 = xt)t (13) 
and the function $, 2 is given by (1) with k = m and F replaced by the 
distribution function of R,, . 
Proof. From Lemma 2 we have 
(X,, X2) = R(c), u’,“‘) 9 R(R,, tim), (1 -R;,)‘* U(n-m’), 
where R, R,,, urn’ and U(“-“‘) are independent. Since 
RR,, = (R2 - ll~,1/~)“~ when R(l - R&)1’2 @mm) =x2, (12) and (13) 
follow. That Rllxd, z, as defined in (13), depends upon x2 only through ))xz \I’, 
as the notation indicates, is obvious when x2 = 0; and when x2 # 0, it follows 
from 
((R’- 11~~11)“~ I X2 =x2) g ((R2 - IIx~II~)“~ 1 R(1 - R;JY2 U(n-m) =x,) 
2 ((R’ - ~~x,II~)“~ I R2(1 - Rim) = 11x2 II’) (14) 
since I?J+~’ is independent of R and R,, , Clearly (11) follows from (2) 
with #,,xd,2 defined in the manner described. Finally from (13), (14), and 
Lemma 3, with the density of (1 -R&J”’ given by (cf. Lemma 2) g(t) = 
T(m/2) r((n - m)/2) r-‘(n/2) tn-“-‘( 1 - t2)(“J2)-1, 0 < t < 1, and the d.f. of 
R given by F, one obtains 
Ra2 = 0 a.s. when Q = 0 or F(a) = 1, 
PRs < P> = 
I (a,ml(r2 - a2)nJ2-’ CC”-*) dF(r) 
I(a,col(r2 - u~)“~-’ r-(“-2) dF(r) ’ (1% 
p>O,a>OandF(a)<l. 1 
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While (15) shows how the distribution function Fa2 of Ra2 is determined 
by F (together with m, n and a), in the converse direction we have the 
following which is germane to Theorem 7 below: Denoting the denominator 
in (15) by CQz, we obtain from (14) 
1 -F(r) = c,, 
I 
@’ + u2)~2-lp-(m-2) dF&), r 2 a, (16) 
~~,co) 
which is valid for all u > 0. Thus, when a > 0, Fa2 determines F on the 
interval [a, co) up to the unknown multiplicative factor C,, > 0, and, of 
course, it contains no information about the values of F on [0, a). If F(r) is 
known for some r > a and F(r) < 1, then FG2 determines F uniquely on 
[a, co) by means of (16). 
COROLLARY 5. Let X = ,u + Ruk’A -EC,@, 22, $) with A’A = Z: and 
r(A) = r(Z) = k > 1. Further, let 
x = (X, 9 X2), P = h,ru2), z= (Z:: ;:I), 
where the dimensions of X,, ,u, and Z,, are, respectively, m, m and m x m, 
and assume k, = r(Z22) > 1 and k, = k - k, > 1. Finally let S denote the row 
space of C,, . Then a regular conditional distribution of X, given X2 = x2, is 
given by 
W, I X2 = x2) - ECm(k2, C*, dqcX2J for x2 E rl12 + S, (17a) 
(X,I&=x,)& for x2 65 iu, + S, (17b) 
with a full rank representation 
(X, 1 X2 = x2) 4 ,ux, + RqcX2) U’k1?4* for x,EP,+S, (18) 
where 
Px,=Pl +(x2 -P2)GiC213 ‘?Y* = z,, - ~,,&~,,, 
dx2) = (x2 - PJ -mx2 - P21’9 
and Z* = A*‘A* is a full rank (k,) factorization. Moreover, for each a > 0, 
Ra2 is independent of tikl’ and its distribution is given by (15) with n = k 
and m = k, ; 
R q(x,) z (CR2 - dxd)1’2 I X2 = ~2) for x2 E p2 + S, 
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and the function @a2 is given by (1) with k = k, and F replaced by the 
distribution function of Rn2. 
ProoJ: Write Rtik’ = (Z, , Z,), where Z, is k,-dimensional, and let .?& = 
A;A, be a rank factorization of .?Y:,, so that A, is k, x (n-m) and 
r(A,) = k,. It is easily checked through their characteristic functions that 
Thus, (X, 1 X, =x2) =‘j,u,. + (Z, 1 Z,A, =x2 -,uu2) A*, and the proof is 
completed in a straightforward way using (Z, 1 Z, = z2) from Theorem 5. 1 
The description of (X, ] X, = x2) given in (17a) is of primary interest since 
X, E ,u, + S as. Also the excluded cases k, = 0 and k, = 0 are trivial since if 
k, = 0, then X, = ,uu, a.s., and if k,=O, then X,=P~,=,U~+ 
(X2 - rl12) G2z2, a.s. 
It is not possible to express #,z directly in terms of #, but #112(~) is 
expressed in terms of a, U, and F by (I), with k = k, and F replaced by the 
distribution function of Ra2 given in (15). For simpler expressions in special 
cases see Theorems 6 and 9. 
Also, unlike the normal case (with $(u) = exp(--u/2)), if JY is the 
covariance matrix of X, P need not be the conditional covariance matrix of 
X, given X,, which, whenever it exists, equals k;‘BR&C*. The 
conditional covariance matrix of X, given X, exists if and only if gRi < co, 
and it is easily seen by (15) that this is satisfied if k, < k - 2, or if BR < 00 
and k, <k - 1, or, of course, if 8R2 < 00. 
4. DENSITIES 
Here we briefly discuss the densities of elliptically contoured distributions, 
and we introduce notation which will be needed in Section 5. Much of this 
material appears elsewhere, such as in Kelker [3], with a somewhat different 
emphasis. 
If X - EC,(O, I,, 4) is absolutely continuous, its density is invariant under 
all orthogonal transformations and, thus, is expressible in terms of a function 
g,: 10, co)-+ [O, 03) as 
gn<x: + - * * + XfJ, x = (x, )...) XJ E IR”. (19) 
Moreover, X has a full rank representation of the form R,U(“), where R, is 
also absolutely continuous, and its density f, is expressible as 
f,(r) = s, rn-‘g,(r2>, r > 0, (20) 
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where s, denotes the surface area of the unit ball in R” (sl = 1). Thus, g, 
must satisfy the integrability condition Ip r”-‘g,(r2) dr < co. Conversely, if 
R is absolutely continuous, then so is X, and their densities are related 
through (20). 
If an absolutely continuous random vector X = (X, ,..., X,) has a density 
of the form shown in (19), then f,, defined by (20), is a density of a 
nonnegative random variable R, and X - EC,(O, I,, , 0, where d is defined by 
(1) with k = n and &‘(x) = f,(x) dx. 
Let Y - EC,(O, I,, 4) denote an arbitrary marginal of X of dimension m 
(1 < m ( n). Y has the canonical representation R,,R, urn’ (cf. Lemma 2) 
and is absolutely continuous if and only if P(R, = 0) = 0. When this occurs, 
the density f,,, of R, is given in (B), where F, denotes the distribution 
function of R,, and, thus, the density of Y takes the form g,([l yll”), y E IF?“, 
where 
g,(u) = sn 1%-m) I 
cc 
r-wyr2 _ U)(“-m)/2-l dE;,(r), (21) 
u 
When, moreover, R, is absolutely continuous, this simplifies to 
g,,,(u) = s(,-,) irn g,(u + r2) r”-“-I dr. (22) 
‘0 
More generally, if X-EC,& C, 4) with z of full rank n, then 
(X-p),?Y2 - EC,(O, Z,, d). Thus, the density of X exists and assumes the 
form 
I~I-42g”((x-~iu)~-‘(x-~)) (23) 
if and only if R, appearing in the full rank representation P + RU’“‘CU2, is 
absolutely continuous with the density f, defined in (20). When z is of rank 
n and X is absolutely continuous, in terms of the notation of Corollary 5, the 
conditional density of X, given X2 =x2 is given by 
g,([q -PI - (x2 -ru2)~221~211 z*-%1 --PI - (x2 -Plu,)G~211’ 
+ (x2 -P2) 4%2’(x2 -P2)‘) . 
s, IZ* ly2 J,” g,(r2 + (x2 - c12) &‘(x2 - p2)‘) rm-l dr 
Finally, suppose X-EC&, z, 4) with r(C) = n and (b E Qrn, By the 
characterization of 4Pa, (preceding Theorem l), there exists a distribution 
function F, such that 
d(u) = Jo,*, 
exp(--ur2/2) dF,(r), u > 0. 
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Since @(Et’), t E IA”, is the characteristic function of X-p, X is absolutely 
continuous and has the density (23) with 
L?“(U) = 1 (2~r*)-~* exp(-u/2?) dF,(r) 
(0.00) 
(24) 
if and only if F,(O) = 0. Otherwise, X is absolutely continuous away from p 
with density given in (23) and (24) and has an atom of size F,(O) at p. 
5. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF NORMALITY 
In this section we focus attention on several properties of the normal 
distributions which do not extend to other elliptically contoured 
distributions. One such characterization of normality is an immediate conse- 
quence of Corollary 1 and Theorem 2: X-EC,& Z, #) is nondegenerate 
normal if and only if Q(X) (defined in (5)) is a positive multiple of a chi- 
squared random variable with k = r(C) degrees of freedom. 
(a) When X = (X,, X,) is normally distributed, then, of course, the 
conditional distribution of X, , given X,, is normal and the function #4(x3 in 
Corollary 5 assumes the form #9(x2j = exp(-cu/2), where c > 0 is 
independent of x2. The failure of #4(x2j to depend upon the value of q(x,) 
characterizes normality: 
THEOREM 6. Assume the rank values k, and k, appearing in Corollary 5 
are strictly positive. Then @4Cx2j (u) is degenerate for each u > 0 if and only if 
X is normally distributed. 
ProoJ It suffices to show the “only if’ part. By Corollary 5, for all t = 
(tl, b) E R”, 
Hence, putting, for each u > 0, (,,x,,(u) = w(u) as., it follows that 
And since t.22’ = t,,?T*t; + (f2 + t,,Z’,,&) Z& + f1Z’12Z(22)‘, it follows that 
#(u + v) = v(u) 4(v), u, v > 0. (Here, one makes use of the assumption k,, 
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k, > 1.) Setting o = 0 yields 4 = w, and, thus, $(u + u) = d(u) d(u), u, u > 0. 
Since 4 is continuous with 4(O) = 1 and I#(u)l< 1, it follows that d(u) = 
exp(-cu/2) for some c > 0, and, thus, X - N,(,u, CC). I 
(b) It is apparent from (16) that the normality of (X, 1 X, = XJ for 
(some) fixed x2 does not entail the normality of X, for the distribution 
function of R ,,,..,* can be that of a chi-variable without F being that of a 
multiple of a chi-variable. Nevertheless, the following is true: 
THEOREM 7. Assume X = (X, ,X2) has a nondegenerate elliptically 
contoured distribution and the rank values k, and k,, appearing in 
Corollary 5, are both positive. Then X is normally distributed if and only if, 
with probability 1, the conditional distribution of X, given X, is 
nondegenerate normal. 
ProoJ It suffices to show the “ir’ part. Using the notation in the proof of 
Corollary 5, if ~24 =x2 -P, and x2 E P2 + s, then dx2) = 
11(x2 - ,u2) A; [I2 = 11 z2 112, and, consequently, 
4(x,) g II z2 II23 (25) 
where (Z, , Z,) = R Vk). Thus, P(q(X,) = 0) = P(R = 0) < P((X, 1 X2) is 
degenerate) = 0, and hence q(X,) > 0 a.s. Also, since (Xi IX,) is 
nondegenerate normal a.s., we have #4(x2j(u) = exp(-c(q(X,))u/2), u 2 0, a.s. 
for some function c: (0, co) + (0, co). If it is shown that c(q(X,)) is a 
degenerate random variable, then the normality of X will follow from 
Theorem 6. Let A be the set of all a > 0 such that 
f&44> = exp(-c(a’)u/2), u > 0. (26) 
Note P(q(X#” E A) = 1. Now (26) implies that the d.f. F, of RaZ, a E A, is 
that of a chi-variable with k, degrees of freedom times c(a2)1’2. Combining 
this with (16), when n = k and m = k,, we have for a E A, 1 -F(r) = 
(const) Jy sk-’ exp(-s2/2c(a2)) ds, r 2 a, i.e., 
F’(r) = (const) rk-‘e-r*‘2c(a2~, r > a. (27) 
It is obvious from (27) that c(a’) is a constant for all a E A, and the 
degeneracy of c(q(X,)) follows. 1 
An alternative proof, without using Theorem 6, can be given as follows. 
Equation (26) implies 
F’(r) = (const) rk-‘e--ry2c, r> a,, P3) 
where c is some positive constant and a, is the infimum of A. Since, by (25), 
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P(0 < q(X,)“’ < E) > 0 for every E > 0, we have A n (0, E) # 0 for every 
E > 0, and therefore, a, = 0. Now it follows from (28) and the fact F(0) = 
P(Z? = 0) = 0 that F is the distribution of a chi-variable with k degrees of 
freedom times cy2, and, thus, X is normal. This argument has the advantage 
that it can be adopted to weaker assumptions: (under the setting of 
Theorem 7) X is normal if X, given X2 = x2 is nondegenerate normal for all 
x2 E ,u~ + S for which Ix, - p,] < E for some E > 0. The restriction in 
Theorem 7 that the conditional distribution of X, given X2 be nondegenerate 
is necessary: If R in (2) has a mass F(0) at zero with 0 < F(0) < 1 and a 
density of the form (28) on (0, co), then the conditional distribution of X, 
given X2 is normal with probability 1, but X is not normally distributed. 
Theorem 7 was obtained by Kelker [3] under the assumptions that C is 
nonsingular and X has a density. 
(c) We shall refer to the function g,(.), appearing in (23) as the 
functional form of the density of EC,@, ,Y;, #), whenever it exists, and we 
shall show that the normal distributions are the only elliptically contoured 
distributions for which marginal densities of different dimensions have the 
same functional form. 
THEOREM 8. EC,& C, 4) with r(Z) > 2 is a normal distribution if and 
only if two marginal densities of different dimensions exist and have 
funtional forms which agree up to a positive multiple. 
ProojI The “only if’ part is obvious, so we shall only show the “if’ part. 
Suppose X-EC,@, E, 4) has marginals of dimensions p and p + q with 
functional forms gP and gptp, and 
gr, + ,(u) = N-W gpW9 u > 0. (29) 
(Here and below, “const” stands for a positive constant, not always the 
same.) Without loss of generality we assume that r(z) = n and, in fact, that 
,U = 0 and E = Z,. (Otherwise, we could consider I’= (X-p) A - - 
EC,(O, Zk. #), where k = r(z) and A’A is a rank factorization of z.) Then 
gp(4 + . . . ++ I g,+&: + **a + xi+,) du,,, .us dx,,, IR4 
= (const) 
i gp<x: + a-. + xi+,> dx,,, --. dxp+4, w 
which implies 
g,(u) = (const) 
i g,(u+z:+-+z;)dz,-dz,, 
u > 0. 
IRq 
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It follows that 
g,+,(xf + -.a + xi,,) = (const) 
I gp<d + *** +x;+*,> dx,+,+* *** dxp+*q- IRS 
Thus, a multiple of g,(xi + . . . + xi+ *,) is a density of some 
Z - E,+,,(O, IP+2q, w) (see the third paragraph of Section 4), and Z has the 
(p + q)-dimensional marginal density g,, + ,(x: + . . . + xj +,). Consequently, 
; 5 ;E @p+2q* Similarly, it follows that $ E @P+j4 for all j = 1,2,... . Hence 
m, and there exists a distribution function F, on [0, co) such that both 
Lb and gptq satisfy (24). By the uniqueness of Laplace transforms and (29), 
we obtain rPp dF,(r) = (const) r- (p+q) dF (r), from which it follows that 
F, is degenerate at some point u > 0. Thuz g,(u) = exp[-u/(2a2)] and X is 
normal. (Observe that in (29) the constant must be unity.) 1 
(d) Because of the one-to-one correspondence between 4 and F in (l), 
shown in Theorem 2, it is easily seen from Theorem 6 that, under the 
assumptions of Theorem 6, the conditional distribution of Rqcx,, (defined in 
Corollary 5) given X2 is independent of X, if and only if X is normal. Thus, 
when X is normal, every conditional moment of RqcX2) given X, is 
nonstochastic (degenerate). We now show that this property characterizes 
normality: . 
COROLLARY 8a. Suppose X = (X,, X2) -EC,@, E, () and the ranks k, 
and k, appearing in Corollary 5 are strictly positive. Then, for any Jxed 
positive integer p, ?Y((R,,,*, )” ) X2) is finite and degenerate (i.e., independent 
ofX,) tf and only tfX is normally distributed. 
Proof. Just the “only if’ part requires proof. It follows from the proof of 
Corollary 5 that the assumption “g((Rqcxzj )” ] X2) is finite and degenerate” is 
equivalent to “@‘(]I Z, ]lp ] Z,) is finite and degenerate,” where Z = (Z, , Z,) - 
EC,(O, Zk, 0) with Z, and Z, of dimensions k, and k,, respectively. 
Moreover, if Z is normal, so is X. Thus, without loss of generality, we may 
assume X = (X, , X2) - EC,(O, I,, $), where X, is of dimension m 
(1 < m < n) as in Theorem 5, and show that X is normal when g(]]Xi ]Ip ] X,) 
is finite and degenerate. The latter permits two cases: P(X = 0) = I and 
P(X = 0) = 0. In the first case X is degenerate normal. In the second case, 
P(llX, II = 0) = 0, and according to (12) and (15), g(]]X, ]Ip ] X2) = 0 when 
F(llX,ll)= 1; and when F(llX211) < 1, 
g(IIx,IIp I X2) = I( 
2 (m+p)/2-1 r-(n-2) 
‘ym) (r2 ;liX’l’ I2 nt/2-, r-(n-2) d;y’ 1 
(IIX21j,rn) (I - IlX2ll > 
where F is the d.f. of R in X =d R U (‘) Thus, the above ratio of integrals is a . 
(nonrandom) constant a.s., which implies 
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for almost every u > 0 (Leb.) since ]]X,]] is absolutely continuous on (0, co) 
with (according to (8)) a positive density at every u > 0 for which F(U) < 1. 
It follows that 
1 




p2 - u*)m/*-’ y-(n+p--2) dF”+p(r) (30) 
lU.00) 
for almost every u > 0, where F, +,@) = ~~,,pl rp dF(r)/(,” rp dF(r). 
u? rp dF(r) is positive because P(X = 0) = 0 and finite because &? (IX, (1’ = 
&?[a(]]X, ]lp 1 X2)] = Z’((]X, ]lp I X2) a.s.). It is apparent from (21) that the left 
and right integrals of (30) are functional forms for marginal densities of 2 - 
EC,+pWn+pt w) of dimensions n - m and n - m + p, respectively, where w 
is defined by the right side of (1) with k = n + p and integrator F, +p. Hence 
by Theorem 8, Z is normal. Thus, Fn+p is the d.f. of a multiple of a chi- 
variable with n + p degrees of freedom. This implies F is the d.f. of a 
multiple of a chi-variable with n degrees of freedom, and, thus, X is 
normal. I 
Corollary 8a should hold for any real p > 0, not necessarily an integer. 
However, the size and nature of the class of functions h: [0, co) + R for 
which “a(h(]]X, I]) ( X2) ’ f ‘t 1s ml e and degenerate” implies “X is normal” is not 
currently known. 
(e) When X = (Xi, Xz) is normal, the conditional central moments of 
all orders of X, given X2 are finite and independent of X2. This property 
characterizes normality: 
COROLLARY %b. Suppose X = (X, , X2) -EC,&, Z, $), the ranks k, and 
k, appearing in Corollary 5 are strictly positive, and p is a positive integer. 
Then a pth-order conditional central moment of X, given X2 is finite and 
degenerate (i.e., independent oj’X,) if and only ifX is normally distributed. 
Proof: Just the “only if’ part requires proof. Putting in (18), X, = 
(Xl,..., Xn), pxZ = (cl’,..., p”“), and A* = (a, ,..., a,), where a, is the ith column 
ofA,wehaveforp,+...+p,=p, 
((X’ -p’)Pl... (Xm - zP)~M 1 X2) 2 (I?q(x,,)p(u’“l’)p aft . .a aim. 
683/l 1/3~7 
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Since RqcXZ, and ukl) are independent, the normality of X is immediate from 
Corollary 8a. I 
(f) The following, while not a characterization of normality, is an 
interesting extension of Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 9. Let X = (Xl, X2) - EC&, Z;, 4) and ussume the ranks k, 
and k, appearing in Corollary 5 are strictly positive. Then 
exp(-ur*/2) dG(r), u > 0, 
for some distribution function G on [0, 00) if and only if 
&w&) = jIo m) ev(-ur*/2) dGq(x,j(r), u > 0, U.S., (32) 
where Ga2 is a distribution function on [0, 00) given by 
Go@) = 1, P > 09 
Ga2@) z.z s (oqp1 
rpkz exp[--a2/(2r2)] dG(r) 
I -‘l exp[-a2/(2r2)] dG(r) ’ 
a > 0. 
(33) 
(O,rn) r 
ProoJ By Lemma 4 below, G is related to the d.f. F of R, appearing in 
the full rank representation (2) of X, as follows: 
F(O) = G(O), 
(34) 
f(r) = 2-W2+‘(T(k/2))-1 ti-’ lo m,p-k exp[-r2/(2p2)] dG@), r > 0, 
where f is the density of F on (0, co) on which it is absolutely continuous. If 
Fa2 denotes the d.f. of Rg2 appearing in Corollary 5, then it follows from (15) 
that 
+’ I(o,ooj pek exp[--(r* +a2Y(2~2)1 dG@) 
fa2(r) = 2k1”-11’(k1/2) jcO+m) pekZ exp[-a2/(2p2)] dG@) ’ a > ” 
where fa2 denotes the density of Fa2 (which is absolutely continuous when 
a > 0). Again, by Lemma 4, the latter is equivalent to (32) and (33). I 
LEMMA 4. Suppose X - EC,@, C, q+~) has the full rank representation 
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X =dp + Rtik’A. Then +4 is given by (31) if and only if G is related to the 
distribution function F.of R as described in (34). 
ProoJ Now Ruk’ - EC,(O, Ik, 4). If Q is given by (3 l), then 
Ruk’ =d YZ where Y and Z are independent, Y has d.f. G, and Z - N,(O, Ik). 
Setting W= 11211, we have R =d YW, which implies 
F(r) = G(O) + j &Wd dG@h r > 0, 
(0.00) 
where f, is the density of W, and the result follows from f&.(r) = 
2-‘w2’+ ‘(T(k/2))-’ rk-’ exp(-r*/2), r > 0. I 
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